SUPRABHA has achieved several milestones since its inception in August 2017. Key achievements include updation of Model Regulations for Distributed Renewable Energy (for Rooftop Solar) - 2019, Rooftop Solar policies for Sikkim and Meghalaya, Demand Aggregation for 11 States with online Data Room for 317 MW out of which 177 MW has been already tendered, training of 1260 stakeholders (banker, utility officers, entrepreneurs and developers), national survey on rooftop solar awareness and barriers, national branding, media and outreach strategy, media and outreach implementation for Madhya Pradesh, state level media collaterals, development of Unified Web Portals (UWP) for partner States and development of credit guarantee mechanism for financing of MSME Rooftop Solar projects.

SUPRABHA receives the Development Program of the Year Award at the 7th edition of India Rooftop Solar Congress 2020

Currently, SUPRABHA is engaged with over 30 DISCOMs in 17 partner States to enable them implement MNRE Phase II Rooftop Solar Program by deploying "DISCOM Preparedness Creation framework which includes among several activities, DISCOM' revenue impact assessment tool, DISCOM led business models, demand aggregation and tendering for residential sector, capacity building of DISCOMs officers, finalization of UWP, policy & regulations updation support etc.

SUPRABHA is a USD 13 million program which is led by The World Bank and SBI and implemented in partnership with the Ministry of New and Renewable Energy (MNRE). SUPRABHA is offering Technical Assistance to 17 Partner States towards establishing an enabling ecosystem for accelerated deployment of grid connected Rooftop Solar.